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Abstract
A closed subgroup H of a topological group G is a ccs-subgroup if there is a continuous
cross section from G/H to G—that is, a continuous function Γ such that π ◦ Γ = id|G/H (with
π :G→G/H the natural homomorphism).
The symbol G# denotes an Abelian group G with its Bohr topology, i.e., the topology induced by
Hom(G,T).
A topological group H is an absolute ccs-group(#) (respectively, an absolute retract(#)) if H is a
ccs-subgroup (respectively, is a retract) in every group of the form G# containing H as a (necessarily
closed) subgroup. One then writes H ∈ACCS(#) (respectively, H ∈ AR(#)).
Theorem 1. Every ccs-subgroup H of a group of the form G# is a retract of G# (and G# is
homeomorphic to (G/H)# ×H #); hence ACCS(#)⊆ AR(#).
Theorem 2. H # ∈ ACCS(#) (respectively, H # ∈ AR(#)) if H # is a ccs-subgroup of its divisible hull
(div(H))# (respectively, H # is a retract of (div(H))#).
Theorem 3.
(a) Every cyclic group is in ACCS(#).
(b) The classes ACCS(#) and AR(#) are closed under finite products.
(c) Not every Abelian group is in ACCS(#).
The following corollary to Theorem 3 answers a question of Kunen:
Corollary. The spaces (div(Z))# and ((div(Z)/Z)×Z)# are homeomorphic.
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1. Introduction
For simplicity, and because our methods are applicable for the most part only to Abelian
groups, all groups considered in this paper are Abelian. We note explicitly however, that
all statements in Definition 4, Remark 5 and Section 2 make sense or are true without
this restriction. Of course when G is not Abelian and its closed subgroup H is perhaps
not normal, the quotient space G/H must be interpreted as (say) the space of left cosets
topologized as usual.
Every group G can be equipped with its largest totally bounded group topology. Also
known as the Bohr topology of (discrete) G, this can be realized as the topology induced
on G by the group Hom(G,T) of homomorphisms from G into the usual circle group T.
Since Hom(G,T) separates points of G, the Bohr topology is a Hausdorff group topology
and hence a Tychonoff topology.
Following van Douwen [14], who initiated the first formal and extensive study of these
groups qua topological spaces, we denote the group G in its Bohr topology by G#. For
simplicity we call a topological group of the form G# a #-group, and we denote the class
of all #-groups by the symbol #. Contributions to the theory of #-groups have been given
by some of the present authors [3,4,9,27,28] with co-authors [8], by Hart and van Mill
[19], and by Protasov [24]. It stretches the truth only slightly to assert that, except for the
standing Abelian hypothesis, proofs in these articles (including [14]) of results concerning
#-groups make no use whatever of specific algebraic properties; the arguments turn strictly
on combinatorics related to the cardinality of the groups in question. Indeed, van Douwen
[13] posed the following bold and beautiful question:
Question 1. If the groups G1 and G2 have the same cardinality, must the spaces G#1 and
G#2 be homeomorphic?
In a preliminary response in the positive direction, Trigos-Arrieta [26, 6.33 and 6.36]
noticed that if G contains a subgroup H of index n ∈ N such that G# and H # are
homeomorphic, then G# is homeomorphic to G# × Zn, where Zn stands for the discrete
cyclic group of order n, thus showing that non-isomorphic groups of arbitrary infinite
cardinal do exist with homeomorphic #-spaces. Using the fact that every nondiscrete
countable infinite homogeneous space is homeomorphic to each of its nonempty clopen
subsets (cf. van Douwen [12, 1.4], or Comfort and van Mill [5, 1.1]), Hart and Kunen
[18], have generalized Trigos-Arrieta’s result, showing for every infinite group G that
G# and G# × D are homeomorphic for every finite or countably infinite discrete space
D. Nevertheless Kunen [23], and independently Dikranjan and Watson [11], have given
examples of torsion groups with the same cardinality yielding nonhomeomorphic #-spaces.
Thus Question 1 is solved in the negative. Much remains unknown, however, even among
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groups of countable cardinality. The arguments of [23,11] leave, for example, the following
questions untouched: Which if any of the spaces Z#, (Z × Z)#, (div(Z))#, (div(Z)/Z)#,
((div(Z)/Z) × Z)#, (⊕ω Z)#, (⊕ω{0,1})# are homeomorphic? It seems appropriate,
accordingly, to replace Question 1 with the following (imperfectly posed) open-ended
question.
Question 2. How do algebraic properties of the groups G affect the homeomorphism
classes of the spaces G# ?
Given groups G and H , Kunen [23] writes G ∼ H in case there are subgroups G1 of
G, and H1 of H , each of finite index, such that G1 and H1 are isomorphic. He remarked
that if G ∼ H then G# and H # are homeomorphic, and he asked if the converse holds.
Corollary 26(a) infra showing that the spaces (div(Z))# and ((div(Z)/Z) × Z)# are
homeomorphic, simultaneously contributes to Question 2 above and shows that the answer
to Kunen’s question is “not always”.
If H has finite index in G, then H # is clopen in G#, hence is a retract of G#. This
phenomenon led van Douwen [14] to pose also the following question.
Question 3. Is every subgroup H of a group G# a retract of G# ?
In the present paper we also contribute toward Question 3 by identifying large classes of
groups which are retracts wherever they are embedded. Our approach is via the following
definition.
Definition 4. Let H be a closed subgroup of a (not necessarily Abelian) topological group
G, and let π :G→G/H be the natural map.
(a) A continuous cross section for G/H is a continuous map Γ :G/H →G such that
π ◦Γ = id |G/H ;
(b) If G/H has a continuous cross section, then H is a ccs-subgroup of G.
Remark 5. According to alternative common terminology, when Γ is a continuous cross
section for G/H the function Γ ◦ π :G→G is called a continuous selection; and the set
Γ [G/H ] is a transversal set.
We prove (Theorem 8) that if H is a ccs-subgroup of a topological group G, then G is
homeomorphic to (G/H)×H and H is a retract of G. We show also that H # is a ccs-
subgroup of every enveloping #-group if and only if H # is a ccs-subgroup of its divisible
hull (div(H))# (Theorem 19). Since every finitely generated group is a ccs-subgroup of
every enveloping #-group (Corollary 27), we obtain the results just cited, namely that
(div(Z)/Z)# × Z# is homeomorphic to (div(Z))# and Z# is a retract of (div(Z))#. Finally
in Section 5, using techniques and arguments drawn from Kunen [23], we give an example
of a group which is not an absolute ccs-group(#) (as defined in the abstract).
A question from [14] closely related to Question 3, whether every closed subset of a
countable group of the form G# is a retract, was solved in the negative by Gladdines
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[17] (taking for G the countable Boolean group ⊕ω{0,1}). Already van Douwen [14]
had shown that every uncountable G contains an uncountable, closed, nonretract, but
apparently it remains unknown whether every group, even if assumed countable, contains
a closed and countable nonretract.
Again for emphasis: Our groups are Abelian and our spaces are completely regular and
Hausdorff, unless it is explicitly stated otherwise. Q is defined as the divisible hull of Z.
Undefined topological terms can be found in the monograph Engelking [15].
Remarks 6. Several of our results were presented at the 13th Summer Conference on
General Topology and Applications in Mexico City, by the third-listed author, and at
the Canadian Mathematical Society Winter Meeting (Special Session on Set-theoretic
Topology) (http://at.yorku.ca/cgi-bin/amca/cabr-15), by the first-listed author. See also our
preprint in the Topology Atlas (http://at.yorku.ca/v/a/a/a/34.htm).
2. Arbitrary ccs-subgroups
Remark 7. Assume that G is a (not necessarily Abelian) topological group with a closed
(not necessarily normal) subgroup H such that G/H admits a continuous cross section Γ .
Then it may be assumed that Γ (H)= 1G; indeed, to achieve this it is enough to replace Γ
by its translation xH → Γ (xH) · (Γ (H))−1.
Theorem 8. Let H be a (not necessarily normal) ccs-subgroup of a (not necessarily
Abelian) topological group G. Then
(a) there is a homeomorphism Φ of G onto (G/H)× H which restricted to H takes
h → (H,h); and
(b) H is a retract of G.
Proof. Let Γ :G/H → G be a continuous cross section taking H to 1G, and define
Θ : (G/H) × H → G by the rule Θ(π(x),h) = Γ (π(x)) · h. Then Θ is continuous
since it is the product of two continuous functions. The inverse of Θ is the mapping
Φ :G→ (G/H)× H given by Φ(x) = (π(x), (Γ (π(x)))−1 · x). Then Φ is continuous
and clearly Φ(x) = (H,x) when x ∈ H , so Φ is a homeomorphism leaving H “fixed
pointwise”. Finally, if πH : (G/H) × H  H denotes the natural projection, then it is
easily verified that r(x) := πH ◦Φ(x)= (Γ (π(x)))−1 · x defines a continuous retraction
from G onto H :
(G/H)×H
id
Θ
G
id
(G/H)×H
πH
G
Φ=Θ←
id
H G
r
✷
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In some cases, the relation “is a ccs-subgroup of” is transitive.
Lemma 9. Let G be a topological group and assume that H and K are closed subgroups
of G, with H normal in G and contained in K . Then the following properties hold:
(a) If H is a ccs-subgroup of G and K/H is a ccs-subgroup of G/H , then K is a
ccs-subgroup of G.
(b) If H is a ccs-subgroup of K and K is a ccs-subgroup of G, then K/H is a ccs-
subgroup of G/H , and H is a ccs-subgroup of G.
Proof. (a) follows from the fact that there exists a canonical bijectionΦ of G/K onto G/H
K/H
(see [25, p. 111]). Moreover, it is easily checked that Φ is a homeomorphism between both
coset spaces when they are equipped with the corresponding quotient topologies.
(b) By hypothesis, there exist continuous cross sections Γ1 : (K/H) → K and Γ2 :
(G/K)→G. Let
π :G→G/H, πK :G→G/K
and
πK/H :G/H → G/H
K/H
∼=G/K
be the canonical projections. Define
ΓK/H :
G/H
K/H
∼=G/K→G/H and Γ :G/H →G,
by the rules
ΓK/H (gK) := (π ◦ Γ2)gK,
Γ (gH) := [Γ2 ◦ πK/H (gH)] · [Γ1([(ΓK/H ◦ πK/H )(gH)]−1 · gH )],
for all gK ∈G/K and gH ∈G/H , respectively. Both maps are continuous by definition,
and it is seen without difficulty that each satisfies the requirements to be a continuous cross
section for G/H
K/H
, and G/H , respectively. ✷
3. ccs-subgroups in the #-topology
Remarks 10.
(a) It is immediate from the definition that every homomorphism between #-groups
is continuous. Accordingly for arbitrary groups G and H the topological groups
(G × H)# and G# × H # coincide; we use the symbols (G × H)# and G# × H #
interchangeably.
(b) It is easy to see [8, Section 2] that every subgroup H of a group G# is closed
in G# and inherits the topology of H #. Thus in our context the three symbols
G#/H,G#/H #, and (G/H)# have identical import. Throughout this paper we use
the third of these.
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(c) If H is a closed topological direct summand of a topological group G in the sense
that G= (G/H)×H both algebraically and topologically, then H is a ccs-subgroup
ofG. (The function Γ :G/H →G given by Γ (x+H) := (x+H,0)witnesses this.)
It then follows from (a) above that if H is an (algebraic) direct summand, then H #
is a ccs-subgroup of G#. This yields the following result.
Lemma 11. If H is a subgroup of G and G/H is a free group, then H # is ccs-subgroup
of G#.
Proof. It is well known (cf. [22] or [16, 14.4]) that H is a direct summand of G. ✷
Lemma 12. If H is a subgroup of G such that G/H is finitely generated, then H # is a
ccs-subgroup of G#.
Proof. Write G/H = F × T with F a free group and T the torsion part of G/H
[20, A.27]. Since F × {0} is free, there is a (necessarily continuous) homomorphism
f0 : (F × {0})# →G# such that π ◦ f0 is the identity mapping on F × {0}. Now for t ∈ T
note F × {t} = (F × {0}) + (0, t), choose xt ∈ G such that π(xt ) = (0, t), and define
ft :F × {t}→G by ft (a, t) := f0(a,0)+ xt . Then the function
Γ :=
⋃
t∈T
ft : (F × T )# →G#,
being continuous on each clopen coset F ×{t}, is a continuous cross section for G/H . ✷
The next two results are direct consequences from those in the previous section. The first
one shows that among Abelian groups with the #-topology, the relation “is a ccs-subgroup
of” is transitive.
Corollary 13.
(a) Let H # be a ccs-subgroup of G#, and let K be a subgroup of G such that H ⊆ K
and (K/H)# is a ccs-subgroup of (G/H)#. Then K# is a ccs-subgroup of G#.
(b) Let H # be a ccs-subgroup ofK#, and let K# be a ccs-subgroup of G#. Then (K/H)#
is a ccs-subgroup of (G/H)#, and H # is a ccs-subgroup of G#.
Proof. It is a direct consequence of Lemma 9 and the topological isomorphism (G#/H #)∼=
(G/H)#. ✷
The following result gives the connection between van Douwen’s retract problem
(Question 3 above) and the existence of continuous cross sections.
Corollary 14. Let H # be a ccs-subgroup of G#. Then
(a) there is a homeomorphism Φ of G# onto (G/H)# ×H # which restricted to H takes
h → (0, h); and
(b) H # is a retract of G#.
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Proof. It is a direct consequence of Theorem 8. ✷
Definition 15.
(a) A topological group H is an absolute ccs-group for the class # if H ∈ # and H is a
ccs-subgroup of every #-group containing H as a closed subgroup.
(b) A topological group H is an absolute retract for the class # if H ∈ # and H is a
retract of every #-group containing H as a closed subgroup.
Notation 16.
(a) ACCS(#) is the class of absolute ccs-groups for the class #.
(b) AR(#) is the class of absolute retracts for the class #.
According to the conventions just introduced, Corollary 14(b) yields the following
statement. This is perhaps one of the principal positive results of this paper, motivating
our inquiry into the breadth (the extent) of the class ACCS(#).
Theorem 17. ACCS(#)⊆AR(#).
Remark 18. In what follows, when a group H satisfies H # ∈ ACCS(#) we sometimes say
for simplicity that H is a ccs-group.
A divisible group D is algebraically a direct summand of any enveloping group, hence
by Remark 10(c) satisfies D# ∈ ACCS(#). The job of determining whether a given group
H is a ccs-group is then simplified, as follows.
Theorem 19. Let H be a group. Then
(a) H # ∈ ACCS(#) if and only if H # is a ccs-subgroup of its divisible hull (div(H))#;
and
(b) H # ∈ AR(#) if and only if H # is a retract of its divisible hull (div(H))#.
Proof. Necessity is obvious in each case. For the sufficiency, let G be a group containing
H as a subgroup, and consider the inclusions H ⊆ div(H) and div(H) ⊆ div(G). In (a)
these are ccs inclusions, so by Corollary 13(b) there is a continuous cross section
Γ ′ :
(
(div(G))/H
)# → (div(G))#.
Clearly Γ ′[G/H ] ⊆ G, so Γ := Γ ′|(G/H) is a continuous cross section for (G/H)# into
G#. In (b) there is a retraction r1 : (div(H))# H # and (since div(H) is a direct summand
of div(G)) a retraction r2 : (div(G#)) (div(H))#. Then r := (r1 ◦ r2)|G# :G# H # is a
retraction. ✷
We interpret Theorem 19 as a statement that the ccs property for groups is a topological
variant of (algebraic) divisibility.
Corollary 20. The classes ACCS(#) and AR(#) are closed under finite products.
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Proof. Given Hk ∈ ACCS(#) (respectively, Hk ∈AR(#)) for 0 k  n, set
H :=
∏
k
Hk, Dk := div(Hk), and D :=
∏
k
Dk = div(H).
Then with Γk : (Dk/Hk)# →D#k (respectively, rk :DkHk) as hypothesized, the map
Γ :=
∏
k
Γk : (D/H)# →D#
(respectively, r :=∏k rk : D H) is as required; here we have used Remark 10(a), and
the fact that a function into a product is continuous if its composition with each projection
is continuous. ✷
Corollary 21. Every finite cyclic group is a ccs-group.
Proof. Let H be cyclic with |H | = n; we realize H in the form
H = {k/n: 0 k < n} ⊆ div(H)⊆ [0,1)
with addition in the group [0,1) taken mod 1. Let A := [0, 1
n
) ∩ div(H). Since π :
(div(H))#  (div(H)/H)# is an open map and A is open in (div(H))#, the function
π |A :A (div(H)/H)# is a homeomorphism. Then Γ := (π |A)−1 is a continuous cross
section for (div(H)/H)#, as required. ✷
Corollary 22. Every finite group is a ccs-group.
Proof. By [20, 25.9 or A.25], such a group is a finite product of finite cyclic groups. ✷
It is natural to ask whether we can remove the word finite in the last three corollaries.
We address these questions in Remark 44 through Question 47; in Theorem 24; and in
Theorem 35, respectively.
4. Finitely generated groups are ccs-groups
This section is devoted to proving the result in its title. Every finitely generated group is
a product of finitely many cyclic groups (cf. [20, A.27]), hence by Corollaries 20 and 21 it
is enough by Theorem 19 to show that Z# is a ccs-subgroup of Q#, where Q denotes the
rational group with its discrete topology. We do this in Theorem 24. We finish the section
with additional examples of ccs-groups.
For an arbitrary topological group G we denote by Ĝ the set of continuous homomor-
phisms from G to T. The Bohr topology of G is the weakest topology that makes the
elements of Ĝ continuous. We define G+ to be the underlying group of G equipped with
its Bohr topology. If G is a subgroup of a locally compact Abelian group, then G+ is a
Hausdorff totally bounded group; we refer the reader interested in this subject to the exten-
sive bibliography in our article [4]. For present purposes, we specialize to the topological
groups R,Q, and Q/Z. Of course when G is discrete we have G# =G+. We notice
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(a) Q̂= R̂,
(b) Q+ is a topological subgroup of R+, and
(c) Q/Z= (Q/Z)+;
indeed (b) is a consequence of (a), which follows from the fact that the elements of Q̂
are uniformly continuous on Q, and (c) is a particular case of the fact that every totally
bounded topological group satisfies G=G+ (cf. [7, 1.2]).
The expression transversal set was defined in Remark 5.
Now let φ :Q→Q/Z be the canonical projection, and set S := (−1/√2,1−1√2)∩Q.
Then Φ := φ|−1S : Q/Z  S ⊆ Q is a continuous cross section for Q/Z, so S is a
transversal set for Q/Z; further, φ|S is a homeomorphism of S onto Q/Z. We will show in
Theorem 24 that Φ remains a continuous cross section for (Q/Z)#; Lemma 23 relates to
yet a third topological space, (Q/Z)#.
The trivial function x → x is a continuous bijection from R onto R+, hence is a homeo-
morphism on every compact subset of R. Since S is contained in a compact subset of R, it
follows from (b) above that S inherits identical topologies from Q and from Q+.
Lemma 23. Let φ+ :Q+ → Q+/Z = (Q/Z)+ be the canonical projection. Then
Φ :Q+/Z→ S ⊂Q+ is a continuous cross section for Q+/Z, with transversal set S.
Proof. Follows from the diagram
Q Q
φ
Q+
φ+
Q+
S
⊆
φ|S
Q/Z Q/Z Φ S
⊆ ✷
We next use the fact that, if G is a topological group, Ĝ becomes a group with operation
defined pointwise:
λ1, λ2 ∈ Ĝ, x ∈G⇒ (λ1 + λ2)(x) := λ1(x)λ2(x).
Theorem 24. Z# is a ccs-subgroup of Q#.
Proof. Let π :Q# → Q#/Z = (Q/Z)# and φ :Q → Q/Z be the canonical quotient
homomorphisms. As sets, φ = π . Let Φ be as in Lemma 23, and set Γ := Φ . To prove
that Γ : (Q/Z)# →Q# is a continuous cross section for (Q/Z)#, it is enough to show that
χ ◦ Γ : (Q/Z)# → T is continuous for all χ ∈ Q̂:
(Q/Z)#
Γ→Q# χ→T.
Now, let π̂0 : Q̂/Z→ Q̂ be the dual mapping associated to the canonical projection π0 of
Q onto Q/Z. That is, π̂0 is defined by π̂0(γ )(q) := γ (π0(q)) for all q ∈Q and γ ∈ Q̂/Z:
Q
π0→Q/Z γ→T.
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Similarly, let iˆ : R̂→ Q̂ be the dual mapping associated to the injection i :Q→R, where
R is endowed with its standard topology. That is, iˆ is defined by iˆ(γ )(q) := γ (i(q)) for all
q ∈Q and γ ∈ R̂:
Q
i→R γ→T.
Thus we have
Q̂/Z
π̂0→ Q̂ iˆ← R̂.
It is known (cf. [10, Exercise 3.8.19(c)]) that the group Q̂ is generated by its subgroups
π̂0[Q̂/Z] and iˆ[R̂]. The referee has offered a direct proof, as follows: Let χ ∈ Q̂. If we
define δ :Q→ T by δ(x) := (χ(1))x then it is clear that δ ∈ iˆ[R̂]. Now define γ :Q→ T
by γ (x) := χ(x) · δ(x)−1. Then γ (1) = 1 which implies that kerγ ⊃ Z. Thus there is
γ˜ ∈ Q̂/Z such that π̂0[γ˜ ] = γ , i.e., γ ∈ π̂0[Q̂/Z]. Notice finally, completing the referee’s
proof, that χ = γ · δ. Thus to check the continuity of χ ◦ Γ (χ arbitrary) it is enough to
consider separately the cases χ ∈ π̂0[Q̂/Z], χ ∈ iˆ[R̂].
First let χ = π̂0(γ ) ∈ π̂0[Q̂/Z]. For ζ ∈ (Q/Z)# we have
(χ ◦ Γ )(ζ )= (π̂0(γ ))(Γ (ζ ))= γ (π0(Γ (ζ )))= γ (ζ ),
because π0 = π = p and Φ = Γ as sets, and Φ is a continuous cross section for Q/Z.
Since γ : (Q/Z)# → T is continuous by the definition of (Q/Z)#, and since χ ◦Γ = γ , the
function χ ◦ Γ is continuous in this case.
Next let χ = iˆ(t) ∈ iˆ[R̂] with t ∈ R̂. For ζ ∈ (Q/Z)# we have
(χ ◦ Γ )(ζ )= iˆ(t)(Γ (ζ )).
Given that t is continuous on R+, and that Γ = Φ is also continuous for Q+ (or R+) by
Lemma 23, we deduce that χ ◦Γ is continuous since always the # topologies are finer than
the + topologies:
(Q/Z)#
Γ
id
Q/Z
Φ
Q#
iˆ(t )
id
Q+
t |Q+
T T
The proof is complete. ✷
Remark 25. That the subgroups π̂0[Q̂/Z] and iˆ[R̂] generate the full group Q̂ is implicitly
stated in [20, 25.4, 25.3, 25.2 and 10.12]. We are grateful to Dikran Dikranjan for this
information. For more on the subject, the reader is invited to read the first two paragraphs
of the Notes to Section 25 in [20].
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Corollary 26.
(a) Q# is homeomorphic to (Q/Z)# ×Z#.
(b) Z# is a retract of Q#.
Proof. From Corollary 14 and Theorem 24. ✷
As mentioned in the introduction, it was noticed in [26, 6.33 and 6.36] that if G contains
a subgroup H of index n ∈ N such that G# and H # are homeomorphic, then G# is
homeomorphic to G# × Zn. In particular, Z# and Z# × Zn are homeomorphic for each
n ∈ N. For groups G and H , Kunen [23] writes G ∼ H if there are subgroups G1 of G,
and H1 of H , each of finite index, such that G1 and H1 are isomorphic, he notes that if
G∼H , then G# and H # are homeomorphic, and he asked whether the converse follows.
Corollary 26(a) shows that the answer is “not always”.
Corollary 27. Every finitely generated group H satisfies H # ∈ACCS(#).
Proof. From Theorems 19 and 24. ✷
For emphasis we state this consequence of Theorem 19 and Corollary 27.
Corollary 28. Let H be a finitely generated group, and suppose G contains H as a
subgroup. Then
(a) G# is homeomorphic to (G/H)# ×H #, and
(b) H # is a retract of G#.
We note next that some ccs-groups are neither divisible nor finitely generated.
Theorem 29. Let Dp denote the set of rational numbers of the form m/pk , where m ∈ Z,
p ∈ P (the set of prime numbers) and k ∈ N. Then every group of the form ∏ni=1Dpi is a
ccs-group.
Proof. Being isomorphic to Z(p∞), the group Dp/Z is divisible and therefore a ccs-
subgroup of Q/Z. Set G :=Q, H :=Z and K :=Dp, and apply Corollary 13(a) to see that
Dp is a ccs-subgroup of (its divisible hull) Q. Now the result follows from Theorem 19(a)
and Corollary 20. ✷
These results show that there are nondivisible groups (for example, finitely generated
groups), which behave as injectives within the class of topological groups equipped
with their maximal totally bounded topologies and continuous homomorphisms, in the
following sense.
Remark 30. Let us say that a topological group G is an absolute extensor for the class
#, and write G ∈ AE(#), if (a) G ∈ # and (b) for every group H # and every (necessarily
closed) subgroup H0 of H #, every (continuous) homomorphism h :H0 →G extends to a
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continuous function h˜ :H # →G. There is in the literature a rich and extensive collection
of theorems of the form “every AR(Q) is an AE(Q)” (for suitable classes Q of topological
spaces). Accordingly, the following result is no surprise.
Theorem 31. AR(#)=AE(#).
Proof. Surely every topological groupG ∈ AE(#) satisfies G ∈ AR(#): GivenG a (closed)
subgroup of K ∈ #, the identity function h := idG extends to a continuous function
h˜ :K#  G# = G, i.e., to a retract. For the inclusion ⊆, let h :H0 → G ∈ AR(#) with
h, H and H0 as in Remark 30. It is well known (see, for example, [1,16, 21.1] or [20, A.7])
that h extends to a (necessarily continuous) homomorphism h¯ :H # → (div(G))#. Then let
r : (div(G))# G# =G be a continuous retraction and take h˜ := r ◦ h¯. ✷
5. An example of a group that is not a ccs-group
According to Corollary 14, to show that H # is an absolute retract for the class # it is
enough to show that H # is a ccs-subgroup of every enveloping group G# ∈ #. This leads
one to wonder whether every group H # is in ACCS(#). Unfortunately (for our purposes),
the answer is “No”. The goal in this section is to present examples of this phenomenon.
Our construction relies heavily upon recent results given by Kunen [23]. For use below we
record and adopt several notational devices from [23].
Let q ∈ N\{1}. Then Zq denotes the ring {0,1,2, . . . , q − 1}, with addition and
multiplication mod q .
The symbolMq denotes the ω-dimensional Zq -module, i.e.,Mq :=⊕ω Zq . Notice that
Mq can be viewed as the set of functions f :ω→ Zq such that supp(f ) := {n < ω: f (n) =
0} is a finite set; supp(f ) is called the support of f . With this in mind, for j < ω we define
fj ∈Mq as the characteristic function of the set {j }. Set F := {fj : j < ω}. Then F is an
independent set in Mq , and 〈F 〉 =Mq . Note that in this case the notion of “independence”
is group-theoretic [16, Section 16] or [20, A.10]; however, when q is a prime number, then
vector space independence and group independence coincide.
For n < ω, and A ⊆ ω we define [A]n := {S ⊂ A: |S| = n}. The sets [A]<n, [A]n,
and [A]<ω are similarly defined. We observe the following convention: If s ∈ [ω]n, we
list the elements of s in ascending order, i.e., our notation s = {α0, . . . , αn−1} implies
α0 < · · · < αn−1. If s ∈ [ω]<ω, let fs :=∑j∈s fj , so f∅ = 0. We identify [ω]<ω with a
subspace of Mq through the map s → fs . For example, [ω]0 = {f∅}, and [ω]1 = F .
Since every homomorphism from Mq to T takes Mq into Zq , the topology of M#q
may be characterized as the weakest topology that makes the elements of Hom(Mq ,Zq)
continuous.
A n-ary sequence X (indexed by B) from Mq is a function X : [B]n → Mq , where
B ⊆ ω; n is the arity of X. We identify X with its range. It is said to be independent
if (the range of) X is an independent subset of Mq . If Y is another n-ary sequence also
indexed by B , and c ∈ Zq , then we define X + Y : [B]n → Mq and cX : [B]n → Mq
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by (X + Y )(s) := X(s) + Y (s) and (cX)(s) := cX(s). Notice that the sum and (scalar)
product in the right hand side of the above two definitions are taken in (the Zq -module)
Mq . A system of sequences is a finite collection of sequences, indexed by (the same) B ,
not necessarily of the same arity. If χ = {Xi : i < k} is one such system, and ni is the
arity of Xi , then we say that the system χ is independent if {Xi(s): i < k, s ∈ [B]ni } is
independent. As above, if χ = {Xi : i < k} and c ∈ Zq , then we define cχ := {cXi: i < k}.
If X is a n-ary sequence indexed by B and A⊆ B , then we define
XA := {X(s): s ∈ [A]n}.
If χ is the system of sequences {Xi : i < k} indexed by B and A⊆ B , we similarly define
χ A := {Xi A: i < k}.
Finally assume that W is a m-ary sequence, X is a n-ary sequence, and both are indexed
by B . We say that X is a simple derived sequence from W if n  m, and for some
i0 < · · ·< im−1 < n, we have
X
({α0, α1, . . . , αn−1})=W({αi0 , αi1 , . . . , αim−1})
for all {α0, α1, . . . , αn−1} ∈ [B]n. Then if W = {Wi : i < k} is a system of sequences, we
say that X is a derived sequence from W if X =∑0<L c0Y0 for some L < ω, scalars
c0 ∈ Zq and sequences Y0, for 0 < L, where each Y0 is a simple derived sequence from
some Wi . Notice that we can assume each c0 = 1, writing Y ′0 := c0Y0 if necessary.
In all that follows we take for p a fixed prime and we set q := p2. Notice thatZq contains
a copy of Zp , namely the kernel of the map x → px . Similarly we see that Mq contains
a copy of Mp . It is elementary to notice that Mq/Mp is isomorphic to Mp . Hence, the
natural map π :Mq →Mq/Mp and the map p :Mq →Mp defined by p(x) := px , are
equal.
If G is a group and x ∈G, then the order of x is denoted by o(x). Three preliminary
results are needed for our main example. The first is a lemma.
Lemma 32. Let X be a sequence in Mq such that the sequence pX = {px: x ∈ X} is
independent as a subset of Mp . Then
(a) X is independent in Mq .
If in addition o(x)= q for all x ∈X, then
(b) if y ∈ 〈X〉 is such that o(y)= p, then there exists x ∈ 〈X〉 with px = y; and
(c) for every homomorphism φ :H → 〈X〉 with H a subgroup of Mq and every v ∈
Mq\H , φ extends to a group homomorphism φ˜ : 〈H ∪ {v}〉→ 〈X〉.
Proof. (a) This is immediate.
(b) We have that y = m1x1 + m2x2 + · · · + mnxn with xi ∈ X, 1  i  n. Since y
has order p and X is independent by (a), it follows that mi = pki , 1  i  q ; therefore
y = pk1x1 + pk2x2 + · · · + pknxn. Take x := k1x1 + k2x2 + · · · + knxn.
(c) If pv /∈H , we define φ˜(v) := 0. If otherwise pv ∈ H , then y := φ(pv) ∈ 〈X〉. It is
clear that o(y)= p, so by (b) there is x ∈ 〈X〉 such that px = y . We define φ˜(v) := x and
extend φ˜ over 〈H ∪ {v}〉 by linearity. ✷
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For any set X, the diagonal ∆=∆X is defined by ∆ := {(x, x): x ∈X}.
Lemma 33. Let X be an n-ary sequence indexed by ω from Mq . If each element in X has
order q and every pair (x, y) ∈ X2\∆ satisfies x − y /∈Mp , then there exists an infinite
A⊆ ω and an independent systemW such that pW is independent considered as a system
in Mp , all elements of the sequences in W have order q , and XA is a derived sequence
from W A.
Proof. Take the sequence pX and consider it as an n-ary sequence from Mp . Apply
Theorem 3.4 of [23] to obtain an independent system V ofMp and an infinite subset B ⊆ ω
such that pXB is a derived sequence from V B . If V = {Vi : i < k}, for every i < k and
v ∈ Vi B we take yv ∈Mq such that pyv = v, and we define Yi := {yv: v ∈ Vi B} and
Y := {Yi : i < k}. By Lemma 32(a), Y is an independent system indexed by B from Mq .
Defining Y to be the n-ary sequence indexed by B from Mq which is derived from Y in
exactly the same way that pX B is derived from V B , we see that all the members of
Y have order q , and that pX = pY . Since every (x, y) ∈ (X B)2 with x = y satisfies
px = py , it follows that there exists an n-ary sequence Z such that X(s) = Y (s)+ Z(s)
for every s ∈ [B]n, all of whose elements have order p. That is, Z = (XB)+ (p2 − 1)Y
is a sequence indexed by B from Mp ⊂Mq .
Now just as in [23], it is convenient at this stage to assume that B belongs to a Ramsey
ultrafilter Ψ . (This entails no loss of generality, since such Ψ exists in the forcing extension
of the universe which makes CH true by collapsing 2ω with countable conditions; since the
present theorem involves only countable objects, its truth in the forcing extension implies
its truth in the real universe. See [21, Lemma 19.6] with λ= ω for a stronger statement.)
Then with B ∈ Ψ we may apply Lemma 3.3 of [23] to the system V and the sequence Z
from Mp , thus achieving a system V ′ and an infinite subset A ⊆ B such that the system
V ∪V ′ is independent and ZA is a derived sequence from (V ∪V)′A. Now, repeating the
procedure used in the above section, we can define a system Y ′ in Mq related to V ′ in the
same way that Y is related to V . Hence the system W := Y ∪Y ′ is independent, all of its
sequences have only elements of order q,pW is independent as a system fromMp , and the
sequences Y A and ZA are derived from W A. Thus the sequence (Y +Z)A=XA
is also derived fromW A and the proof is complete. ✷
Our next result is a variation of Theorem 4.1 in [23]. We give only a sketch of the proof.
Theorem 34. Let p be a prime number and suppose that k is a multiple of p but not of
q := p2. Consider the space [ω]k ∪ {∅} as a subspace of M#p . Let Γ : [ω]k ∪ {∅}→M#q be
a mapping such that
(a) Γ (∅)= 0,
(b) Γ (s) has order q for all s ∈ [ω]k , and
(c) every (s1, s2) ∈ ([ω]k)2\∆ satisfies Γ (s1) − Γ (s2) /∈ Mp ⊂ Mq . Then Γ is not
continuous.
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Proof. The strategy is to show that the continuity of Γ would imply the existence of
A ∈ [ω]ω such that Γ [[A]k] = {0}, contradicting (c). We sketch the argument. Define the
k-ary sequence X from Mq by X(s) := Γ (s), apply Lemma 33 to find an independent
system W and an infinite subset A ⊆ ω such that pW is independent in Mp , X A is
derived from W A, and if W = {Wi : i < n}, then every Wi consists only of elements of
order q . We assume accordingly that X =∑0<L Y0 where every Y0 is a derived sequence
of (some) Wi . Since every element of X has order q , there is an index 00 ∈ ZL such that
Y00 contains elements of order q . Set Y := Y00 and W :=Wi0 , where Y00 is derived from
Wi0 . If we consider the identity mapping id : 〈W 〉 → 〈W 〉, then, since pW is independent
in Mp , we can apply Lemma 32(c) and the Kuratowski–Zorn Lemma to extend id to a
homomorphism i˜d :Mq →〈W 〉 such that i˜d[〈Wi〉] = {0} if i0 = i . Now take G := i˜d ◦X.
Denote the arity of W by r , and notice that 0  r  k. The proof is completed by
analyzing the possible values of r . There is no problem if r = 0, and if r  1, then
one argues mutatis mutandis as in the last two paragraphs in the proof of Theorem 4.1
in [23]. ✷
Theorem 35. The group M#p is not a ccs-subgroup of M#q .
Proof. Suppose that Γ : (Mq/Mp)# → M#q is a continuous cross section. The identifi-
cation of Mq/Mp with Mp yields a mapping Γ :M#p →M#q which, when restricted to
[ω]q+p ∪ {∅}, satisfies all the hypothesis of Theorem 34 above with k = q + p. Thus Γ
cannot be continuous. ✷
Remark 36. The construction just given furnishes non-ccs-subgroups in groups of
arbitrary cardinality κ > ω. Continuing earlier notation with p prime and q := p2, let
G :=⊕κ Zq and H :=⊕κ Zp , choose I ∈ [κ]ω and define
J := κ\I, GI :=
⊕
I
Zq, GJ :=
⊕
J
Zq,
HI :=
⊕
I
Zp, and HJ :=
⊕
J
Zp.
Now suppose that
Γ ′ :
(
G
H
)#
=
(
GI
HI
)#
×
(
GJ
HJ
)#
→G# =G#I ×G#J
is a continuous cross section, and define the injection map
inj :
(
GI
HI
)#
→
(
GI
HI
)#
×
(
GJ
HJ
)#
by
inj(g+HI)= (g+HI ,0J +HJ ) ∈
(
GI
HI
)#
×
(
GJ
HJ
)#
.
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Then with pI :G#I ×G#J G#I the projection map define Γ : (GI/HI )# → G#I by Γ :=
pI ◦Γ ′ ◦ inj. Then Γ is continuous, and for g+HI ∈GI/HI we have
(Γ ′ ◦ inj)(g+HI ) ∈ (g +HI)× (0J +HJ )⊆G#I ×G#J .
Thus Γ (g +HI ) = pI ((Γ ′ ◦ inj)(g +HI )) ∈ g +HI ⊆ GI , and with πI :GI → GIHI the
natural map we have (πI ◦ Γ )(g +HI )= g +HI . Thus Γ is a continuous cross section
for (GI /HI )#, contrary to Theorem 35.
6. Final remarks and questions
Van Douwen’s problem, Question 3 above, remains unsolved. We do not know if the
pair (G,H)= (Mp,Mq ) can respond negatively:
Question 37. Is M#p a retract of M#q?
We note that if such a retraction exists, then it cannot act linearly on each coset:
Theorem 38. If H is a subgroup of G and r :G# → H # is a continuous retraction
such that r(x) − r(y) = x − y whenever xH = yH , then H # is a ccs-subgroup of G#.
Conversely, if H # is a ccs-subgroup of G#, then there is a continuous retraction r :
G# →H # such that r(x)− r(y)= x − y whenever xH = yH .
Proof. The first statement follows by defining Γ : (G/H)# →G# by Γ (π(x)) := x−r(x).
For the converse, follow the proof of Theorem 8. ✷
Testing the limits of applicability of the class ACCS(#) to Question 3, we have the
following unsolved problem.
Question 39. Is the inclusion AR (#)⊆ ACCS(#) valid?
Of course, Question 39 may be posed locally, as follows.
Question 40. Suppose that H is a subgroup of G such that H # is a retract of G#. Must
H # be a ccs-subgroup of G#?
Let us note that if a retraction existed, say in the case of M#4 and M
#
2, it cannot be an
ad hoc function. In what follows we define the character pq ∈Hom(Mq ,Zq) by
pq(x) :=
∑
n<ω
xn mod q.
Theorem 41. Let r :M#4 →M#2 be any mapping such that, if x ∈M4 and p4(x)= 0, then
(a) r(x)n = 1 when n ∈ supp(x), and
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(b) r(x)n = 0 when n /∈ supp(x).
Then r is not continuous.
The proof of Theorem 41 is postponed until after Lemma 42. As preamble, we set
Sq := {1, . . . , q − 1} if q ∈ N\{1} and, given an ordered m-tuple $ζ = (ζ1, . . . , ζm) ∈ Smq
with m<ω, we define A($ζ ) to be all points x ∈Mq such that
(1) | supp(x)| =m, and
(2) the m-many non-0 entries in the vector x ∈Mq are the numbers ζk , 1  k m, in
the indicated order.
Restated for clarity: Given $ζ as above, we have
A($ζ )= {x ∈Mq : supp(x)= {n1 < n2 < · · ·< nm}, xnk = ζk for 1 k m}.
Lemma 42. Let $ζ = (ζ1, . . . , ζm)⊆ Smq satisfy
∑
j∈Sm ζj = 0 mod q . Then 0 ∈ clM#q A($ζ ).
Proof. A basic neighborhood U of 0 in M#q has the form U =
⋂N
j=1 χ
−1
j (0) with
χj ∈ Hom(Mq ,Zq). Note that for each χ ∈ Hom(Mq ,Zq) and each infinite I ⊆ ω, there
is infinite Sχ ⊆ I such that χ |{fn: n∈Sχ } is constant, i.e., such that if n, l ∈ Sχ , then
χ(fn) = χ(fl). Repeating N -many times, we find a fixed infinite set S ⊆ ω such that
each χj (1 j N) is constant on {fn: n ∈ S}; say χj (fn)= ηj ∈ Zq for 1 j N .
Now fix n1 < · · ·< nm all in S and define c ∈Mq by
cn :=
{
ζk if n= nk ,
0 otherwise.
Then c ∈A($ζ ). Notice that c=∑mk=1 ζkfnk . Hence
χj (c) =
∑
k∈Sm
ζkχj (fnk )modq =
∑
k∈Sm
ζkηj modq
= ηj
(∑
k∈Sm
ζk
)
mod q = ηj0 = 0
for each j,1 j N . Thus c ∈ U ∩A($ζ ). ✷
Proof of Theorem 41. Take, for example, $ζ := (ζ1, ζ2, ζ3)= (2,1,1) and set A := A($ζ ).
Notice that 2 + 1 + 1 = 0 mod 4, so Lemma 42 applies with q = 4 to give 0 ∈ clM#4 A.
Clearly p2(r(x))= 3 for x ∈A, but p2(0)= 0. Thus r is not continuous. ✷
As the terms are commonly used in general topology, a homeomorph of a space
X ∈ AR(Q) (for some class Q) is ipso facto in AR(Q). Somewhat whimsically, we ask
the corresponding question for the class #.
Question 43. Let H # ∈ AR(#), let H ′ be a topological space homeomorphic to H #, and
let H ′ be closed in (some) G#. Must H ′ be a retract of G#?
Remark 44. Finally we clarify and rephrase a question suggested at the end of Section 3.
It is known that for {Hi: i ∈ I } a set of nondegenerate groups with |I |  ω and with
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H := ∏i∈I Hi , the product topology on H (determined by the groups H #i ) is not the
topology of H # [8, 2.6] . That is, the relation∏i∈I (H #i ) ∈ # fails; thus, trivially, the classes
ACCS(#) and AR(#) are not closed under the formation of (infinite) products. Concerning
the class ACCS(#) we can make a (slightly) less transparent assertion:
Theorem 45. There is a set of groups {Hi : i ∈ I }, with each H #i ∈ ACCS(#), such that
(
∏
i∈I Hi)# /∈ACCS(#).
Proof. Taking (for example) p = 2, q = 4 and κ = c = 2ω, we have from Remark 36
that (
⊕
cZ2)
# is not a ccs-subgroup of (
⊕
cZ4)
#; thus the relation (
⊕
cZ2)
# ∈ ACCS(#)
fails. Since algebraically
⊕
cZ2
∼= (Z2)ω (cf. [16, p. 44]), we conclude ((Z2)ω)# /∈
ACCS(#). ✷
Remark 46. The example given in Theorem 45 is susceptible to substantial generalization,
using the fact (cf. [6, 3.1]) that every finite (Abelian) group F and infinite cardinal κ satisfy
Fκ ∼=⊕2κ F .
We do not know the answer to the following question.
Question 47. Let {Hi: i ∈ I } be a set of groups, with each H #i ∈ AR(#). Define H :=∏
i∈I Hi . Is H # ∈ AR(#)?
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